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WELCOME

forefront in these areas. Sessions on the growth of exchange-traded
products, the rise of sustainable and ESG investing, and the place of

Kära delegat, hyvä edustaja, kjære delegat, kære
delegerede, dear delegate,

structured products in portfolios will be sure to attract much debate
and many questions. One panel opposing representatives of the
media and the industry will also try to answer the eternal question: are

Hello and welcome to SRP’s Nordics 2019 event, the fifth time

structured products really worth the investment?

Stockholm hosts this landmark event.
Market leaders from some of the region’s major banks will explore
SRP’s Nordics gathering brings together some of the best structured

the key trends currently affecting the market and how they view the

product minds for a full day of informed discussions, debates and

Nordics’ space evolving. The role technology plays in driving forward

networking on key developments affecting the local market.

product design, development and compliance is also set to get
discussions going, as are best practice tips shared by leading global

The global structured products market has overcome a number of

players from key structured product markets such as Italy, France and

challenges in the past 12 months, and the Nordics segment is no

Ireland.

exception. Sales of structured products in Sweden have been on a
downward trend since 2014, though some bright spots remain in a

SRP is also introducing its SRPitch It contest, where independent

booming retail market. In Norway and Finland, volumes have remained

financial advisers will present how they tailor their product offering to

steady and demand for easy product access means some of the

clients’ individual needs. The winner will receive the coveted SRP Award

offering is shifting to exchanges. Green shoots of growth in the region

for Best IFA, Nordics and a year’s subscription to SRP.

come after a tough 2018, as issuers struggled to come to terms with
new Priips and Mifid 2 regulation, and investors warming to the idea of

I also hope you can join us in the evening of September 26 for our

structured investments.

drinks reception and our awards, held at The Grand Hotel. These are a
great opportunity not only to network, but also to celebrate and reward

SRP’s Nordics event marks the release of the first performance report

the best in class in the region.

for the region, which highlights the growing role this market plays on
the global structured product scene. It is hoped that it will help shed

And of course, I would like to extend a huge thank you to our sponsors

light on the increasingly important role structured products play in

for making this event possible.

investment portfolios. However, there is still much to do – and discuss –

Vi ses i Stockholm!

to raise their profile in the market.
This is why SRP is building on the momentum it gained at last year’s
event, which attracted over 120 attendees from all areas of the
structured products and derivatives spaces, and returning to Stockholm
for a fifth time with an exciting new agenda and line-up of speakers.
Investor education and access are two themes that feature prominently

Amélie Labbé Thompson

Global Head of Content | SRP

in this year’s programme, as the Nordic countries have been at the

SRP, part of the Euromoney Group and the only global source of industry intelligence (covering 21 million products in 79 core
markets worldwide), runs events which are renowned for attracting the best of the buy- and sellside and providing an annual
meeting place for issuers, distributors, advisors, index providers and regulators.
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“The conference
provides us with
an essential
& transversal
picture of our
market and its
direction”
EXCEED CAPITAL

WHY ATTEND?
The Nordics only structured products conference.
SRP Nordics Conference 2019 will bring together over 100 senior-level senior representatives from local and international investment banks, insurance companies, retail &
private banks, asset managers, hedge funds, IFAs, law firms, regulators, index providers, exchanges and the wider derivatives ecosystem from the Nordic region to connect,
network and discuss the most recent challenges and opportunities that are defining the future of the Nordics alternative investments industry.

LAST YEAR’S CONFERENCE

64%

OF DECISION MAKERS

107

59

COMPANIES
REPRESENTED

OF ATTENDEES

16

COUNTRIES
REPRESENTED

Nordics
Rest of World

57%

43%
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28

NO OF SPEAKERS

CONFERENCE AGENDA

08.35

Registration & Breakfast

Women in Structured Products
Separate registration required

11.05

Charlotte Bergwall Nilsson, chief executive officer,
Nord Fondkommission

11.30

•

Banca Generali

•

Diana Van Maasdijk, co-founder & chief executive officer,
Equileap
Welcome
Amélie Labbé Thompson, global head of content, SRP

09.20

Performance report: are structured products worth the investment?

Drive sustainability and grow profits by diversifying and investing in ESG
•

Melania D’Angelo, project manager - certificates HUB,

09.10

Networking coffee break

Mahdi Bouayad, head of ESG & index solutions, Credit Agricole CIB
Sasja Beslik, sustainable finance expert, Ex Nordea
Lars Mac Key, Head of DCM Sustainable Bonds, Danske Bank
12.10

Enhance compliance and improve performance with regtech
•

Teresia Harri, research analyst, SRP

•
09.50

The view from the top – in conversation with market leaders

discover how market practice is affected by the latest market regulations, like Mifid 2
and Priips, and hear from industry leaders about how to ensure compliance; and
drive efficiency and improve transparency by investing in regtech, to ensure
compliance and convert regulation into an engagement tool.

•

explore the effect of recent regulation on the region’s structured product market;

Moderator: Anders Malm, partner, Harvest Advokatbyra

•

drive loyalty with best practices designed to help avoid mis-selling products; and

•

amplify innovation to drive growth and strengthen investment across the industry

Mathias Strasser, chief executive officer, WallStreetDocs Ltd.
Ayal Leibowitz, global executive committee, LPA

Charlotte Bergwall Nilsson, chief executive officer, Nord Fondkommission
Mikael Axelsson, chief executive officer, Garantum Fondkommission AB
Mats Halvorsen, chief executive offficer, SIP Nordic Fondkommission AB
Hannu Kananen, chairman of the board Front Capital
Torkjell Nilsen, senior executive, FIRST Fondene AS

12.40

Networking lunch break

13.55

Global Market Overview
•

Moderator: Fredrik Bonthron, head, SPIS
10.30

unleash the power of structured products to produce doubly-sustainable investments
by combining ESG derivatives with green and blue bonds;
discover how multi-factor investing can improve portfolio management and drive
greater returns; and
diversify your product portfolio and offer investors more options by tailoring your
structured products to different scenarios.

•

The future of exchange-traded products
•

explore how new practices used by providers, like listing products directly on
exchanges, will impact the liquidity and sales volumes of structured products; and

•

are primary sales volumes moving onto exchanges? Get to grips with the past, present
and future of ETPs.

Moderator: Amelie Labbé Thompson, global head of content, SRP
Stefan Armbruster, member of the board, Vontobel
Roni Gani, lead account manager - Nordic fixed income, Nasdaq
Alex Lenhart, chief representative for UK and USA, Singapore Exchange
Dragan Radanovic, board member, Boerse Stuttgart
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SRP research analysts discuss the state of the global structured product market, how
industry leaders are expanding in the sector and the challenges which lie ahead; and
discover the nuances of the Nordic market and explore how it compares to its
European, American and Asian counterparts.

Tiago Fernandes, managing director, SRP
Charlotte Olesen, research associate, SRP

14.15

The missing puzzle piece: how structured products fit into a portfolio
•
•

•

get to grips with structured products and discover how to develop a stronger
investment portfolio with the introduction of structured products;
understand how clients view structured products, what percentage of a portfolio
should be in structured products, and determine new ways of executing lifecycle
management to ensure purchasers get optimal liquidity; and
discover how UK market leaders are by constructing new products that protect
buyers from the effects of Brexit.

16.55

Media v Industry: The Big Debate
Industry experts and media experts take to the stage to answer the eternal question: are
structured products really worth the investment?
Joakim Bornold, savings economist, Söderberg & Partners

Mark Insley, founder and managing director, Ascot Wealth Management

Stefan Sonnerstedt, invester, Innovestor Ltd
14.40

Investing in diversity & inclusion: What’s the point?
•

A new facet of ESG: how can promoting companies with a strong record in diversity
and inclusion help drive the uptake of structured products?; and
•
Can driving an internal diversity and inclusion policy help drive investors’ uptake of
diversity-based investments?
Diana Van Maasdijk, Co-Founder & CEO, Equileap
15.05

Networking coffee break

15.35

Technological innovations: drive revenue with automation
•

discover how leading innovators are using automation to produce more diverse
structured products to buyers; and

•

explore how technologies like artificial intelligence are driving the fintech industry
and discover solutions that leverage efficiency and boost profitability

Moderator: Peter de Clerq, co-founder & chief executive officer, Quantessence
Mahesh Bulchandani, director and ceo, FinIQ
Karim Faraj, global head of front derivatives, Bloomberg
Gurpreet Kharaud, executive director, JP Morgan
Géraldine Laussat, head of structured products, Virtu Financial
16.15

International market leaders construct lucrative structured products
•

discover tried-and-tested techniques to boost liquidity and drive sales volumes from
leading global players; and

•

learn about new distribution models and the latest innovations in payoffs, indices and
wrappers and explore how they can be translated to the Nordic context.

Moderator: Daria Plyplina, head of structured retail products sales, Sberbank RU
Lars Brandau, managing director, DDV
Tom Karlsson, option sales trading, Susquehanna Financial Group
Melania D’Angelo, project manager - certificates HUB, Banca Generali

James Chu, investment director, Reyker
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17.40

Closing remarks
Amélie Labbé Thompson, global head of content, SRP

17.50

Drinks Reception & SRP Awards Ceremony

5 reasons why...

you cannot miss SRP Nordics 2019
1. The largest gathering of structured products senior executives
in the Nordics

Join over 150 peers and colleagues to build your network, benchmark, debate
and learn from the best minds in the industry;

2. Walk away with step-by-step, practical strategies

Get tools, tips and tricks from case studies across the industry for immediate
implementation in your organisation that will help you drive demand for
structured products;

3. Get the big picture and the detail

Join presentations, case studies and roundtables to help you develop detailed
strategies within portfolio management, compliance and technology;

4. Meet valuable contacts and grow your network

With more hours of networking, interactive discussions and 1:1 meeting
scheduling through the event app; and

5. Save weeks of work

Get more insights in one day than weeks of market research and competitive
benchmarking

3+

HOURS OF DEDICATED
NETWORKING TIME
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11 40%

SOLUTION-BASED FEMALE SPEAKERS
PRESENTATIONS
AND
DISCUSSIONS

N O R D I C S AW A R D S C E R E M O N Y 2 0 1 9
The first day of the conference will be followed by the highly anticipated Awards Ceremony. SRP’s Nordics Structured Products &
Derivatives Awards recognise the best buy and sell-side companies as well as the best service providers and distributors. Being the award
that matters to the industry, it is a must attend event.

Reasons to Attend:

GAIN PUBLIC RECOGNITION
With brand building amongst
Europe’s top structured products &
derivatives players

GAIN A COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
From attending the event you will
be one of the first to know which
companies are leading the industry

HOST YOUR CLIENTS
and thank them for a successful
partnership

THANK YOUR TEAM
and show your appreciation for all
their hard work with a glamourous
high-profile evening

Join us for the evening to celebrate the best in the industry, relax with a few drinks, excellent food and great entertainment.

CLICK HERE TO BOOK YOUR PLACE AT THE AWARDS
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PREVIOUS SPONSORS OF SRP EVENTS
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SECURE YOUR PLACE NOW
Buyside
Conference Pass

Single Conference Pass

REGISTER NOW

3-4-2 ~Buyside
Conference Passes

(expires * includes access
to Training, Drinks
Reception)

(expires * includes access
to Training, Drinks
Reception)

£249 (ex VAT if applicable)

£498 (ex VAT if applicable)

or

Call us on +44(0)20 7779 8220

For sell-side passes, please contact Reihaneh@structuredretailproducts.com

VENUE
THE GRAND HOTEL

Södra, Blasieholmshamnen 8,
103 27 Stockholm, Sweden
T: +46 8 679 35 00
https://www.grandhotel.se
SRP has negotiated a specially discounted room rate for delegates
requiring overnight accommodation in Stockholm. Once you have
confirmed your registration for the conference, we will provide details
on how to book your room at the discounted rate.
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EVENTS CALENDAR
SRP Europe
Conference 2020

1200+

SRP China
Conference 2019

February 2020 | London

SRP Nordic
September 2019 | Shanghai
Structured Products &
Derivatives Conference 2019

TOTAL NO OF DELEGATES

SRP Americas
Conference 2020

26 September 2019 | Stockholm

May 2020 | Chicago

60%

BUYSIDE ATTENDANCE

SRP Asia Pacific
Conference 2019
April 2020 | Singapore

48%

SRP France
Conference 2019

C-LEVEL DELEGATES

19 June 2019 | Paris

SRP Americas
Indexed Insurance Forum 2019

SRP Africa
Conference 2020

11-12 September 2019 | Des Moines

March 2020 | Cape Town

430+
NO OF COMPANIES
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